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The spring weather was very extreme; April was very 

dry and cold with frosts on 11 days and snow on two; 

May in contrast was very wet but again cold. This led to 

the late arrival of most migrants, so cuckoo was not 

seen until 22nd April and garden warbler on 24th. 

Spotted flycatcher was first seen on19th May.  

Butterflies were also delayed in their emergence  with  

white admiral and silver-washed fritillary seen on 26th 

June. 

The most significant wildlife related event has been the 

widespread defoliation of the oak trees by moth 

caterpillars from leaf emergence in early May through to 

mid June.; this led to forest looking almost like winter  

except for the bright green of the ground flora. The 

moth caterpillars emerged in such numbers that they 

totally consumed all of the oak leaves and descended 

on silk threads to seek further nourishment , a walk 

under the trees at this time left you covered in small 

caterpillars! The caterpillars then proceeded to devour 

all of the leaves of the hazel understorey, making the 

forest look even more surreal with unusual amounts of 

sunlight reaching the woodland floor. This extra light 

gave the ground flora a massive boost, making it extra 

lush. Another benefit of this event was the mass 

availability of food for the breeding birds leading to very 

good brood success rates for the woodland birds but 

also the appearance of non-woodland birds to the party; 

I saw at this stage some large flocks of rooks and 

starling visiting and a red-legged partridge, a first 

sighting for the site.. In the first two weeks of July the 

oaks has put on new leaves so the canopy was back its 

normal green appearance. I had to deal with many 

enquiries about ‘what was killing the trees’ during this 

event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other wildlife reports were of the welcome return of 

otters, with spraints once again being found along 

Bowmonts Brook. Nightjars establishing a breeding 

territory for the second year in row and for the first time, 

red kites nesting in Kings Hogsty Copse. This was only 

noticed when the young became vocal from about the 

23rd June, the nest being only 50m from my butterfly 

transect route. I found 4 active buzzard nests, and I 

think there was at least one more. 

Most work by our volunteers was concentrated on fence 

maintenance both for stock and deer fences, this was 

welcome as last summer none of this work was able to 

be done because of Covid and so the fences were in a 

poor state of repair. 
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